Measuring for Steeline Rollers
All roller doors are made to measure to suit your exact brick opening. They are ordered by
the OGW (Over Guide Width or Curtain Size) by their GH (Guide Height). Steeline roller
door’s fit behind your brickwork/timber frame. Therefore, you need to order the door at
OGW x GH.
When correctly installed the door curtain should overlap the back of the brickwork by
25mm either side for doors up to 2794mm and 50mm either side for doors over this width.
OGW – This needs to be your brickwork aperture size (opening width) + 50mm (for openings
up to 2794mm) and + 100mm (for openings over 2794mm). For example, if your brickwork
opening is 2134mm the OGW needs to be 2134mm + 50mm = 2184mm. So 2184mm is your
OGW and ordering size.
GH - This needs to be your floor to lintel height (opening height). You do not need to add on
anything for this. Please be aware that the roll is additional in height to this as it will sit
behind the back of the lintel.

Headroom
The minimum clearance where the roll will sit between the bottom of the lintel and the
ceiling will vary according to the door height required as illustrated below.
Door Height
Up to 9’ or 2743mm
9’ -10’ or 2743mm – 3048mm

Minimum Headroom
Steeline
430mm
455mm

Minimum Headroom
Steeline Mini
330mm
N/A

These clearances are only necessary if the roll is to be hidden from the outside view. In
cases of reduced headroom for either door the roll can be fixed lower but you will have a
corresponding drive through reduction. The drive through height will always be at least
80mm less than the opening height as shown in the picture.
Side Clearance
All doors require a minimum side clearance of 100mm on either side of the brick reveal for
tracking and tolerance. Please note if you intend to add a motor, you will need a minimum
of 150mm on the side that you choose to fit the motor to or 180mm for a Steeline Mini.
Further Help
If you are still not sure of the correct size you can print out a Measuring Guide under “Help”
and “sizing and Technical”. Please print this guide out and fill all the measurements in, then
give us a call, we are more than happy to help,
Please be aware that as roller doors are bespoke, made to measure products they cannot be
returned or cancelled once the manufacturing process is underway. If in any doubt about
the order size please contact us before ordering on 0800 404 8011.

